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eleriandigraphs

Adigraph D=(V,A)
is supercalerian if it containsI P

a spanning
connected Subdigraph D'=(V,AI),

A A

S.t d,, (v) =dpa)
FoEV

In particular every hamiltonian digraph
is superacterian

rem(bBess decide whether a digraph is supereinthe
Problem
-

For which classes & ofwell-studied digraphs
can we

decide

berian?
a digraph is from e is superen

Tru for 2 =semicomplete multiparble,
in-servicomplete

quasi-transitive I

An Eulerian factor of a digraph D=(V,A)
is a subdigraph

DECV, A) sot each strongly connected component D',
ofD is supereutian

↳position (B.J,Maddalozi)

One can checkwhether has an
eulerian factor

and if so, produce an eulering factor in pol. time



Note similarity with cycle factors:

an eulerian factor is a spanning
collection

of arc-disjoint cycles

So being supereaterian is a relaxation of

being eulerian and of
being hamiltonian

A digraph D=(V,Al is semicomplete
multipartite

if its underlying undirected graph
is

complete multipartite.

Theorem (B-J,Maddaloni)

completemultipartte digraph D

is supereulerian if and only if
it is

strons and has an euleian factor



-(Chratal,Erdos)

if h(6) =a(6) then 6 is
hamultonian

position support (GII? 3,
then

X (6) = (G) implies
thatG is superenlerian

GB,Thomasel

x(D) =x)D) =>Dissopereterian

· True for symmetric digraphs

·
True for semicomplete multipartite

digraphs

·

True for quasi-transitive digraphs

()
· open even for a

=2 whether

7K s.t X(D12Kand x(D) =2

=>Supereuterian



-(Fraise,Thomasen(

Every bustions toornament T
has a

hamiltonian cycle avoiding any
prescribed setof k-1 arcs of

T

Eitme(B), Havat,Yeo

A semicomplete D
=(V,A) with x(D)

=k+ 1

and FAA
IAI = K:

D-Al has a spanning
eulerian subdiraph.

True if X(D) =T17 (B), Depres,Ver



insuitexconnectits by areneveraudience
D' =(V, AUF) is bistrous

qp(D) < 00 if IVCD) ) =k+1

GMLD) can be found
in polynomial time (Frank, Jordan)

TalD) =min#arcs to reverse
in Ds.t. result

is k-strong

Clearly am(D) = [r(D) FD

can find 5, (D) in polynomial
time via submodular flows

ruID) NP-hard fork
=2

Durand deGeviguy for
k=3

B-J, Hoersch, Kiesell fork
=2



mirtan(B-), 1994)

Every tournament Ton
n=ck+)vertices

sakifies thatFrCT)
=(*)

Easy to show thatunit)
- (42)

(B-),Johanm,Yeo

For every semicomplete digraph
Don nckAvertius

ap(D) =(**)

-(B-),Jordan)

For every semiconpletdigraph D on n23k-1

verbins we have ap(D) =(n(D)

=>conjectureabove
holds if IV(i)/23k-1

and [r(i)-(352) always



-mesarcsto increase (arc) connectivity

By deorienting an arc
u-lwin Dwe

mean adding, the
arc v-s

deorm(D)=Min #ofarcs
to dorient in D

S.t. result is
kustrous

NP-hard to calculate deorpli)
when hes

(B-J, Hoersch,
kriezell)

complexity of finding door,
ID) is open

deorarcectrons (D) =men are to corint in D
k

sotresult is k-arc-strong

deorquietin (D) polynomial via submodular flows

correstons (D) open for all k
=2



-
ioriented subgraphs of digraphs

ecture(JacksonThomasinthe
k-strung spanning subdigraph D'=(V,Al)

A'[A

(may thinkof D'as
obtained by deleting one

arc of each h-ych
in D)

· open even for semicomplete
digraphs

· BK-2)-strong suffices for semicomplete
D (640)

etun(B,SodaSemicomplete Donutin
vertices contains a spanning

kustrous tournament

·
would be best possible

↳
kn-z kanz

·True fork =2 and 6 suffics for k=>



EdityColonnss

A vertex coloring of D is a majority colonus
of D

if((w/0 ->wac(1+(s)) =(3w/wewncwl
holds for all rEV(D)

erem(hatneratabouty colonus with your res

Follows from:

Every acyclic digraph
has a majority

col with colors

-ure(Kreutzeretall

Every D has a majority colonns with 3 colors

I

· I is not enough s
·
NPC to decide if D has a majorts

col with

a colours (B-), Bessy, Haret,Yer

0 Open for
tournaments

· True if (D) =72 log3n n
=1v(D)) (Kreutzelal)

·
True if t(D) =100 and exponentially
brunch in degrees



tionsof tournaments

Theorem (kohnetal)

#stevery f(b)-strong tournament
T = (V,A)

has a 2-partition V =V,V s.t

TV,3,TV) and
TV, V2)

are all kustrous

tion whatis the complexity of deciding

for a given semicomplete D =(V,A), whether it
has a

2-partition V = V,V, such
that

D (r,, PCV)
and D <V,,v2) are

all strong?

polynomial to checkfor
2-partition V =V,V

siteach of DCV,, DV)
am strong (B), Niclan)

NPC if we want DLV, and DCV2)
to be

strong tournaments (B-),Christiam)



E
joint Spannins, subdigraphs

out-brunching/in-branching

- xt

· For rootr
MX ->
x-

Conjectun (Thomaszem(
#tX(D) ?k =) D has an out-branching
which is arc-disjoint from some

in-branching

· True with k =2 for semicomplete digraphs (B-),
Yeo

·True with k
=3for D with K(D)=2(B, Besse,

Havet,
Yeo(

· True with k=3 for
Dofthe form

D =SID, D2, ...,Ds], s=NVEII
when Sissemicomplete

(B-), Grdn, Yeo)

o open
whether already k = 3 suffic

for any digraph.



tor(B-),Yeo
IK s.t every K-arc-strns

D =(V,A)

has an arc-partition A =A,vAz s.t

Di =(V, Ai) is strong
for i=1,2

True with k =3 semicomplete DB-),Yeo)
one exception for k

=2

·True with k = 3 for digraphs of the

form

. samicomplete (B.S,wans)

independent

The underlying graphs of such digraphs
are

exactly the class ofsplit graphs.

True with k =3 for locally semicomplete

degraphs (*,) B., Huans



mintan(Kelly)
Every K-regular tournament decompose

into

karc-distant hamiltonian cycles

·i. *
· True for very large (Kihnetal)

·
world follow for all from

the

following (Every K-resolar
has NCT) = h)

yeater(Be tournamentT =

(Vi

has an arc-decomposition
A =A, uAzu ...Ak

S.- D =CV, Ai) is stars for
0=1,2--k

This is true if (T), 5(T)= 37k

(B-3, Ye0(



wingsof the conjecture:

-

turz(B- )
Xk =2 and s.,2 s.t

k=s,t S2 every trornament

T =CV,A) with XCT)=b
has arc-dcmp

A =A,vAz s.t. X (Di)
=S:fori= 1,2

when Di =(V,Ail

Geetonsto
XK?/ every K-arc.strong tournament T

=(V,A)

has a strong spanning subdigraph H =(V,A*)

S.t X(T-A*) =K- 1

Thomasu proved that every
2-arc-strong, tournament

has a hamiltonian path
P s.5T-ACP) is strong

This does nothold if
we replace path by each:

->

Ias2-strons



em(B-C,Yeo

Is then a polynomial algorithm for decides

whether a strong
tournament I has a hamiltoniam

cych ( s.t. T-AK)
is strong?

creature(Thomasse (

Every 3-stuns tournament has a pair of

arc-disjoint hamiltonian cycles.

world follow from

ector(B,Yes,
no pair of arc disinterest

hamltonian rychs, then then are
hares a, aeACT)

S.t T-ba,al) has no hamiltonian cych

By the Frain.Thomas theorem, every

3-strong tournament contains,
hamiltonian

cycle avoiding any
two prescribed arcs

So Thomaceous conjector follows if the
above conjector holds.



Mixsch linkings in digraphs

&ihonasulwhat is the complexityof

deciding whether the underlying
graph G(D)

of a digraph D has edge_diss. Spannins fres

T,tz s.ti, is oriented as
an
out-branching in?

Answer: the problem is NP-complete
(B,Yeo

Theorem (B),Kriccell) The following is NPC

·digraphD=CV, Al and distincts.
SnititzEV

Does G(D) contain disjoint paths P, P2

S.t. Piis an i,ti)-path i=1.2 and

in D the path, is a directal (it)-path?

metun(B-J,Grisell)

Eks.t VD which is K-strung
auch S,Snit,,teV(D):

6(D) contains P, P, a) above

↳16 must hold as the are planar

5-connectic non 2-lentred graphs



-
irates for ktars)-strong connectivity

Every digraph D = (V,A)
onnvertius with x(D) =k

has a spanning
L-arc-strong subdisraph D'=(V,AY

s.t. X(D' =k and nk=1A'l = 2k (n-1). l

D'is called a certificate for being
k-arc-strong

#) follows from Edmonds
branches theorem

as Dhaskarc-disjoint out-brunchings Bi,
-- Bin

and karc-dic; in-branchings B5,Bizi --Bi

and taking A=(0 A(B,i) (r (VA(B5,j))
works

Let f(ri) be the
smallest integers. t. every

k-arc-strong tournament
Tounvertius has

a sp.
h-arc-stuns D'=(V.A)

with IA'l?f(n,h)

Theorem (B.), Avans,Yeo(
-

f(n,k) = nk +
136k2

Let E=k(D) denote
the minimum number ofarc

in a spanning subdismph
D'of D in which

5,i =k



-entre(B.), Huans,ye0

For every banc-strong
tournament T the number

of arcs in a smallest
certificate for ACT)

=k

is exactly 52n(T)

-rem(B,Hwanster?A) with XCT) =h has a spinis

Subdigraph D'=(V,AY with ipi k and

IA'l =nk+ (*). If T is also K-arc-strong
them

we can find D's.t.
(All = nk+(2)

Acan before in polynomial time (via flows)

jectortransitefor finding an openat
(minimum size) certificate fork-arc-stuns

connectivity

for a given tournament 5 with
XCT) = b.

rem(hansateamenton nee
contains a spanning

kustrong subdigraph on
atmost

nk +750k2log(k+1) arcs



-
is a graph to avoid even directed cycle

rem(chuusataon a
vertices and atat

+1 aras has an even cycle.

Best possible!
Every strong orientation of

the Peteran graph

has an even sych

kenlistcomplex ofdeciding whathe

a given input graph
6 has a strong orientation

with no even cych?

-em(B-S)
Does then exista polynomial alsonthm

which

given a graph 6 decides whether 6 has a strons

orientation D coith no two cycle C,
C

S.t ( IC1-k')=1?



mesin almost acyclicdigraphs

Theorem (Fortune etall

linkageand the creati-b-lintion (ara-chingpaths)
is polynomial for every

fixed in acyclic digraphs

The circumference of a digraph
D is the

length of a longest cycle
in D

rem(B,Christiansenis at moste

then D has DAG width at most p

and hence directed tree width at
most 3pt1

Collary For every integr

The k-linkage problem is polynomial

Hempristians)
Determine the complexity of

the week. K-Untiss problem

for digraphs of
circumference P.

· polynomial for p
=2

o open already for p
=3



-millaneousproblems

Hm(B-S)
what is the complexityof finding a

hamiltonian

cycle (in a strongsemicomplete
digraph D-V,A) which

minimizes (ACP)nAc) when Az=Save AlruGA)

itemliich if them is a hamltoniae
with no arc from As in polynomial

time?

Adigraph D is path-merscable
if the following

holds

FP, P, internally disjoint paths
with the same

7

initial vertex x and terminal
vertexy -

>

Ian (x,y)-path Pin D s.t V(P)
=vP,0V(P2)

path-mersible digraphs can
be recognized on polynomial time.

Theorem (B-)
-

Apath
nauseable digraph

D has a hamltonian ach

if and only if6(D)
is 2-connectil

and Dictrons

One can find a hamiltonian cycle
in polynomial time

when one exists

Problem (B.))
on

Determine the complexity
ofthe hamiltonian

path problem forpath, Merseable digraphs.


